How to Play:

Read, attend a program, or try something that relates to any of the search words you see in the box. Once you do that activity, find and circle the related word. Let us know what you did on another sheet of paper.

Once you've completed 10 or more words, turn in your form to be entered into the grand prize drawing. The first 6 people to turn in a word search will receive a participation prize.

Examples:
- Pick up our newsletter, or view it on our website, then circle “NEWSLETTER”
- Take a look at our Chatham Community Zine, or create your own, then circle “ZINE”
- Attend one of our book clubs, or pick up a Book Club Kit for your own group, then circle “BOOK CLUB”
- Read or listen to a romance title, then circle “ROMANCE”
- Attend one of our Bouncing Back events, or visit one of our new online resources, provided by the American Rescue Plan Act grant, then circle “BOUNCEBACK”
- Visit our Digital Library, and use one of our downloadable book apps, then circle “HOOPLA”, “LIBBY”, or “CLOUDLIBRARY”
- Not sure how a word relates? Explore our website, or just ask!